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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome and thanks to hostPresentation today, going to talk aboutThe history of the river and why it’s so important to the lives and livelihoods of people locallyHow it came to be pollutedWhere things stand now with cleanupRole of public advocacy and involvement in the cleanupWhat’s nextAmbassador role: Lower Passaic river is complex, and involves a lot of government and NGO partners. I work to improve collaboration among the partners, in order to enhance public engagement in river issues. Funded by EPA, Desk at ICC and HRF/HEP, steering committee members HEP/HRF, ICC, TPL, EPA, USACE



Presentation today…

• Why the river is so important to our lives and livelihoods
• How it came to be polluted
• What’s the status of the cleanup
• Two voices for the river
• Role of the Superfund Community Advisory Group (CAG)
• Future for the river, and next steps



Headwater of the Passaic in Mendham 
Township

The tidal stretch in Newark, NJ

Lower Passaic River Geography

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Just to get everyone oriented about what we mean by the ‘Lower Passaic River’	…”Highlight Newark and the watershed Upriver, freshwater drinking source, rural and conserved. Separated by Dundee damDownriver, tidal and industrial. Bulkheaded, sediment pollution. Environmental justice community.Downriver/Upriver difference is a pattern of development seen in a lot of urban rivers across the country – part of the rationale behind EPA’s Urban Waters program



The Passaic River powered the region’s industrialization…

Great Falls in Paterson, 
initially powered “Silk City” in 
the mid 19th century. 

Dundee Dam and Canal, built 
in 1861. Powered textile 
factories, later rubber, 
pharmaceuticals and other 
chemicals

Port Newark, at the 
mouth of the Passaic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going somewhat chronologically…Textile mills built along Great Falls in Paterson, and later around the Dundee Dam in Clifton and Passaic. Relied on water quality (among many other reasons for industry leaving), later shifted to paper and rubber production, also chemicals. Newark at the mouth of the Passaic  -- Passaic important for shipping/navigationSources: ROD, also NPS on Paterson 



…flushed away its sewage…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paterson and Newark, both of these older cities implemented a combined sewer systemIn the 1920s, PVSC constructed an interceptor so the CSOs rarely overflow in dry weather, sewage taken to the treatment plant in NewarkThis is a separate pollution issue than the legacy sediment contaminationSources: PVSC



…and became a casualty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also the site of pesticide + herbicide manufacturing in the 1940s-1960sAgent orange manufacture for the Vietnam war effort at the diamond alkali site in NewarkExplosion at the site in 1960Industrial area built right up against the residential area in the ironbound.EPA discovered dioxin as well as other pollutants in 1983Residents remember people in moon suits vacuuming up samples in the neighborhood“Will get more into the cleanup later in the presentation” but a hotspot cleanup ROD was set in motion in 1987, with construction completed in 2004 with the contaminants entombed on siteSources: EPA 5-year review of Diamond Alkali site



The pollution impacts wildlife and human health

(Iannuzzi et al., 2004)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sources – Ianuzzi 2004



Becoming “The Diamond Alkali Superfund Site”

Contaminants of 
Concern Include

Potentially 
Responsible Parties Partner agencies

• Dioxin
• PCBs
• DDT
• Dieldrin
• PAHs
• Mercury
• Copper
• Lead

• Occidental Chemical Corporation
• Cooperating Parties Group 

includes over 60 companies
• Passaic Valley Sewerage 

Commission
• Newark, Kearny, East Newark, 

Harrison

The Diamond Alkali factory site was added to the National Priorities List 
(Superfund Program) in 1984. The site was later expanded to include the 

Lower 17 miles of the  Passaic River, as well as Newark Bay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Added to the NPL after 1983, when EPA and DEP found dioxin at the Diamond Alkali siteSuperfund is a polluter-pays program. EPA sets the remedy, with responsible parties paying for it. Natural resource trustees (other partner agencies) also assess the damage to wildlife and recreational assets, and settle with the companies for Natural Resource Damages to fund restoration and public access.Contaminants of concern – legacy pollutants that are in the sediment/water column and pose a danger to human health and the environmentDoes not cover ongoing inputs from sewers – that’s regulated by the Clean Water ActOver 60 PRP’s in the Passaic River, most joined together as the “Cooperating Parties Group” or CPGOccidental (had been a lot of other companies that have changed names and hands over the years) which is responsible for the dioxin, split off and is working with EPA separately



Status of the Cleanup Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Diamond Alkali site is being cleaned up in phases. These are estimated dates. The first phase was the initial clean up of the Diamond Alkali Site in the 1980sThe second phase was the clean up of the area of the river immediately in front of the Diamond Alkali site �The third phase was the clean up of a mudflat adjacent to a park in Lyndhurst (10.9)The fourth Phase is the lower 8 which already has a RODThe fifth phase is the Upper 9 which is still under Remedial Investigation and does not have an FFS yet – but an interim remedy is being proposed



Sister Carol Johnston and Ella Filippone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes river work can get technical/abstract. Want to take a moment to tell the story of two women who both passed recently, and who worked through the CAG togetherThe Passaic River CAG was formed in 2008 by Sister Carol who worked at the Ironbound Community Corporation in NewarkShe Co-Chaired the CAG along with Debbie Mans from the NY/NJ BaykeeperElla Fillapone – from Passaic River coalition in Lyndhurst. Worked since the 80s on public access, habitat restoration, and sustainable flood control along the Passaic. The two women worked together for the benefit of both suburban and urban communities on the riverSources: CAG comments to Superfund NRRB



A newspaper man once called the Passaic 
River “our most maligned public servant.” 
Isn’t that the truth? During war times, its 
factories served the Nation, and the river 
got dumped into. If magic wands were 
real, I would find that rock along the 
shore in Lyndhurst and wave it over the 
Passaic River saying: “Save me, clean my 
poisoned soul, bring me the life I deserve, 
and do it NOW!” –Ella Filippone



Community Involvement and Advocacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CAG is a legally designated group under the Superfund Law – residents can request to form a CAG associated with a siteThe EPA provides funding for a third party facilitator and the CAG can also apply for a Technical Assistance Grant to help them understand the scienceICC’s Role in the River clean up over many decades starting with the initial designation Broad representation of community, labor, recreational, academic, and conservation groups, as well as unaffiliated residentsThe TAG is held by NY/NJ Baykeeper, and since they co-chair the CAG, they made the TAG available to the CAG to explain the science.  Today the CAG continues to use the same facilitatorYou can see more about the CAG mission and values in this handout



CAG Participation Elements Cont’d - Reviewing cleanup 
methods for the lower half of the Superfund– From the

Focused Feasibility Study, 2014
Four alternatives EPA considered for the cleanup:

1) No Action
2) Deep Dredging with 

Backfill
3) Capping with Dredging for 

Flooding and Navigation
4) Focused Dredging and 

Capping

Three disposal options for each:

1) Confined Aquatic Disposal (CAD) 
in Newark Bay

2) Off-site disposal
3) Local decontamination & 

beneficial Use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frame:  One of the main roles of the CAG is to weigh in as community voices on the preferred methods of clean up for superfund sites. The CAG To give you a flavor of what these conversations look like, this is a summary of the alternatives reviewed by the CAG for the Lower 8 mile cleanup. �--EPA has regulations+processes that ensure that the remedies they choose are protective of health and the environment--CAG helped clarify aspects of, and weigh in on the alternatives for the Lower 8 cleanup--There were four alternatives including the “no action”. One involved deep dredging (bank-to bank) and backfill, another involved a bank-to-bank with dredging contaminated fine plus an engineered cap, allowing for navigation channel in RM 0-2. The third, a hotspot cleanup focused on the fines which resembled one proposed by the CPG, involved hotspots in the lower 8.--CAG also helped discuss issues related to disposal--EPA landed on dredge and cap, with off-site disposal.  Majority of CAG supported, with minority opinion wanted deep dredge.--Majority of CAG approved of EPA final ROD and disposal plan, with a minority opinion preferring a deeper dredge--Sources: taken mostly straight from http://passaic.sharepointspace.com/Public%20Documents/Passaic%20CAG%20Presentation%20Nov2013-FFS%20Alternatives.pdf Deep Dredging with Backfill (Bank to Bank):---Remove all contaminated fine sediments in lower 8 m i ---Backfill with 2 feet of sand to address residuals (no maintenance required)Capping with Dredging (Bank to Bank): ---Engineered cap over lower 8 miles (w/maintenance)�---Dredge enough contaminated fine sediments              ---Prevent additional flooding after cap is installed              ---Allow for navigation channel in RM 0-2Focused Capping with Dredging (Partial)---Dredge and Cap about 220 acres in lower 8 miles         ---Areas that send the most contaminants into the water:---Similar to CPG’s Targeted Remedy (2 of 2)        ---Selected less than 150 acres in lower 13 miles��CAD in Newark Bay---2-3 cells dug deep in Newark Bay clay bottom--- Dredged materials barged directly to CAD --- Engineered cap closes CAD, restores Bay bottomOff-Site Disposal ---Dredged materials dewatered at local upland processing facility---Transported by rail for disposal at incinerators and landfills.Local Decontamination & Beneficial Use ---All work done at local upland processing facility ---Dredged materials are decontaminated using:       --Thermal treatment (after dewatering)       --Sediment washing ---Resulting products beneficially used:       --Thermally treated materials used to produce cement      --Sediment washing products stabilized and used for landfill cover



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the other key roles of the CAG was to facilitate broader public participation around these alternatives. Here is a hearing organized by ICC to gain support for a strong clean up for the Lower 8 miles, and review of the alternatives – that resulted in the issuance of a ROD.This process has not yet happened on the upper 9 yet



Other CAG Participation Elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAG members also work on related issues such as community health and safety plans or jobs related to clean upsCAG was instrumental in getting the Superfund JTI, which was a program out of headquarters, activated in local hiring for the diamond alkali and Lyndhurst hotspot cleanupsCommunity Health and Safety Plan. CAG was critical in advising quality of life issues such as truck routes and traffic, as well as informed chemical safety/evacuation plans



Current Status of the Upper 9 Miles of the River

• Remedial Investigation underway
• CPG proposed Interim Remedy
• Review by technical experts in EPA, as 

well as the CAG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frame: With the issuance of the lower 8 ROD, there is now interest in expanding community outreach to the upper 9 communities. In particular, EPA is reviewing an interim remedy proposed by the CPG, so the EPA is seeking particular public feedback from impacted communities during the decision-making process



Looking to the future…Passaic River Restoration and Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With public access expansions funded by NJDEP, there is an opportunity to improve engagement with the river, and connect more communities to the cleanup process



Getting Involved
• CAG meetings are every second Thursday of every other month from 6-

8pm and open to the public.
• Meetings are normally held at 1 New York Ave, Newark in the ICC Early 

Head Start Center. 
• Meeting locations sometimes rotate to upriver locations depending on 

the Agenda
• Next meeting May 10th from 6-8 PM at Clifton City Hall
• To receive regular meeting notices and updates, email Shereen Kandil at 

EPA kandil.shereen@epa.gov
• All meetings notes and presentations can be found on the CAG website at 

www.OurPassaic.org
• To find out how to join the CAG, email Doug Sarno, the Passaic River 

facilitator, doug@forumfg.com
• Questions about this presentation? Email Sarah@hudsonriver.org

mailto:kandil.shereen@epa.gov
http://www.ourpassaic.org/
mailto:doug@forumfg.com
mailto:Sarah@hudsonriver.org
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